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If this referee is performing as expected, you should see many or most of the following. 
 
Category Assessed You Typically See… 
 
Personal Qualities   

Appearance Shirt Clean, pressed, fits well, has a spare shirt 
 Shorts Clean, same colour tone as shirt, has a spare 
 Socks Approved style, right height, has spares 
 Boots Clean, polished and appropriate for conditions 
 Badge Approved badge, in good condition, firmly attached 
 Posture Erect, confident, makes eye-contact with all 
 Grooming Clean shaven or tidy facial hair, hair combed & clean 
 Jewellery Discrete, no distracting jewellery 
 Timeliness Arrives in plenty of time to manage all duties well 

 Equipment Has all the accessories to officiate the game 
Attitude to Others Players Jointly with other officials seeks out pre-game contact, and 

introduces himself 
  Creates a sense of impartiality 
  Introduces officials at coin-toss 
  Proactively checks for casts/jewellery 
 Bench Staff Seeks out pre-game contact, some social contact 
  Clarifies and defines the 'technical area' for all 
  Interacts well and appropriately with bench staff 
 Assistants Treats them as peers, seeks their counsel/suggestions 
 Spectators Ignores fans, does not react to them 

   
Concentration  Seems to be aware of all events, alert but not distracted 

 Mental 
Preparation 

Understands the level of responsibility placed on him/her, 
mentally ready and focused 

 Attitude Neutral to both teams, impartial 
Pre Game   

Field Inspection Timeliness Plenty of time for a comprehensive review with officials 
 Condition Will change diagonal to suit field/weather conditions 
 Markings Paces for symmetry, encroachment markings 
 Safety Works with home team coach to fix problems 
 Nets No holes, properly pegged/tied 
 Benches Ensures they are physically separated and safe to use 
 Flags Approved minimum height, correct positioning 
 Half-time Re-checks nets and benches before restarting 

 Warm-up Carries out together, same uniform 
Instructions Timeliness Well before kick-off, invites discussion from Asst Refs 

 Location During the pre-game field inspection or in dressing room or 
best the morning of the match, if possible 

 Clarity Follows CSA approved signals, concise but complete and 
expects same from assistants 
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Category Assessed You Typically See… 
 
Game Mechanics   

 Starts & Restarts  Efficient, quickly moves defensive wall when needed, crisp 
and effective signals, deals with 'ceremonial' free kicks. 
Quickly moves to the correct position for restart of play. 

Substitutions  Substitute ready, permission asked & given, change at 
mid-field. Efficient teamwork with Asst Ref & coach 

Positioning Movement Quickly accelerates, sprints to keep up with the play and 
anticipates where ball will go, is there to oversee action 

 Flexible Ease of movements and changing of direction and speed 
 Field conditions Plans best approach, coordinates with Assistants 

Communication Arms Strong, accurate directional, indirect, goal kick, corner kick 
signals, "advantage" signal and avoids any unnecessary 
hand signals 

 Voice Loud, authoritative, clear, used when needed 
 Whistle Whistle "speaks," clear and powerful, used only as needed 
 Posture Erect, confident, says, "I'm in control," "I'm approachable." 
 Assistants Acknowledges Assistant’s signals and provides support 

when needed 
 Cards Effective mechanics, players remain until referee finished 

Judgment Moments of Truth Recognises and welcomes them as opportunities to set 
the tone of the game 

 Offside Aware of players in "active" play, takes the time to assess 
before whistling. 

 Advantage Generally makes best decision to meet the needs of the 
game. Handles misconduct at next stoppage. 

 Gamesmanship Totally aware, deals effectively throughout the game. Tries 
to send preventative messages early in the game. 

 Team Styles Adjusts quickly at set plays and during the continuation of 
play to meet the needs of the teams. 

Fouls Intent Generally aware of cause, consistent decisions 
 Recognises 

Severity 
Consistently gets all major fouls, handles trivial ones 
appropriately and deals with “off the ball” incidents  

 Persistence Is aware of the players, who constantly foul, use several 
techniques to let player know he has noticed. 

Misconduct Timeliness Actively identifying and dealing with players that must be 
sanctioned 

 Dissent Quickly in letting players know what will not be allowed, 
maintains throughout the game. 

 Bench Quickly establishes effective relationship with benches 
 
Marking Key Suggested Mark 
 
This is a National Level referee:   

Performing below the listed expectations Below Standards 
Performing as expected to the listed expectations At Class  
A performance well above the listed expectations Above Class 
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